Metabolism of small RNAs in cultured human cells.
There are gaps in what is known about the metabolism of some mammalian small RNA species. Our present observations can be summarized as follows. The level of radiolabeled mature U1 RNA doubled between 2 and 24 hr of label chase, while that of all other small RNA species tested did not change. These results are compatible with the possibility that the nucleotide precursor pool for U1 RNA transcription may be partly segregated, or that there may be a second pathway of U1 RNA formation. Precursors of nucleolar U3 RNA were detected whose electrophoretic mobilities are equivalent to those of transcripts approximately 14 and approximately 8 nucleotides longer than the mature species, and which are apparently cytoplasmic. The ladder of U2 RNA precursors showed a gap, suggesting that some of the cleavages during U2 RNA processing are endonucleolytic. We detected an apparent U5 RNA precursor whose electrophoretic mobility is equivalent to that of a species approximately 1 nucleotide longer than mature U5 RNA. There was a predominant band in the middle of the ladder of U4 RNA precursors (apparently approximately 3 nucleotides longer than mature U4 RNA) which suggests that U4 RNA maturation may pause briefly at that intermediate. There are apparently two additional species of mature hY3 RNA, which are less abundant and are about 1 and 2 bases longer than the major hY3 RNA species. An apparent hY3 RNA precursor was detected, which may be approximately 2-3 nucleotides longer than the main mature hY3 RNA species.